NAVIGATION

**MS5200HD**
Navigation System For HOLDEN VE Commodore

- Supplied With Unique Holden OE Screen Interface Solution
- Integration Into VE Range Premium Colour 'OE' Screens
- Controlled Via IR Remote Control
- Selectable 2D or 3D Panoramic View Map Modes
- Red Light & Fixed Camera Alert

**PC5200/99**

- Easy installing due to a minimum of weight and dimensions
- 2 SD Card Slots for map software and travel guides
- Integrated RDS-TMC Receiver
- 2D/3D Map View including Auto-Scale
- 3D Map View with Angle Adjustment and Panorama 3D View - Much More

**MS5200FD**
Navigation System For FORD Territory & BF Falcon

- Supplied With Unique BF OE Screen Interface Solution
- Integration Into BF Range Premium Colour 'OE' Screens
- Controlled Via IR Remote Control
- Selectable 2D or 3D Panoramic View Map Modes
- Red Light & Fixed Camera Alert

**MS5200FG**
Navigation System For FORD FG Falcon

- Supplied With Unique Ford OE Screen Interface Solution
- Integration Into FG Range Premium Colour 'OE' Screens
- Controlled Via IR Remote Control
- Selectable 2D or 3D Panoramic View Map Modes
- Red Light & Fixed Camera Alert

**WISI7SD - WHEREIS MAPPING**

- The latest mapping updates for 2012
- Comprehensive nationwide coverage with the added support of Whereis online
HEAD UNITS

CD9303UB
OEM MP3 / WMA / CD Tuner with Integrated Bluetooth

CD7316U
Premium Audio System

TR7311U
Premium Tuner

CD7326U
Premium Audio System

TR7322U
Premium Tuner
SPEAKERS

MPS SERIES
Component Speakers

High Quality Directional Sound Component Speakers For True Sound Clarity
Moulded Polypropylene Woofers Cones & Swivel Mount Dome Tweeters
MPS1600 - 6.0" 180 Watt Power Handling With External Crossovers

SST SERIES
Coaxial Speakers

SST1021 - 4.0" Coaxial 80 Watt Speakers, IMPP Cones, Gold Plated Terminals
SST1621 - 6.0" Coaxial 120 Watt Speakers, IMPP Cones, Gold Plated Terminals
HSP4621 - 6x4" Co-Axial 90 Watt Speakers, IMPP Cones, Gold Plated Terminals

Continental

www.vdo.net.au
enquiries.au@continental-corporation.com

Howard Instruments
Ph: 9457 4755
Fax: 9457 6902
110 Northern Road,
Heidelberg Heights VIC 3081
Email: info@howardinstruments.com.au
Website: www.howardinstruments.com.au